The information depicted on this map displays the UN Security phase based on best available data at the time of production.

If you are anticipating movement into or through a region, country or area where a security phase is in place you should contact the Designated Official Area Security Coordinator (ASC) or Field Security Coordination Officer (FSCO) for that specific region or country!

Some areas have specific movement restrictions in place, confirm details with your Security Office/Area Security Coordinator!

1. Highway No. 10 from Jordan to Baghdad: only convoys of 4 vehicles minimum
2. Baghdad: Movement restrictions in place
   * Full moss compliance including the Royal Blue Colour Scheme for vehicles applies for all areas

All Security Clearance should be sent to the appointed Area Security Coordinator

This map was produced as a reference aid only. The boundaries and names shown and the designations used on this map do not imply official endorsement or acceptance by the United Nations.